T R A N S F O R M AT I O N 1
Master Bath Retreat

PROJECT OVERVIEW
With a limited budget and unlimited imagination, homeowner Candy Carson set out
to transform her tired, dated master bathroom into more of a sanctuary. “I was looking
to create a restful, elegant environment that reflected my love of music,” says Carson.
“I knew that just replacing towels and pictures wouldn’t cut it. The challenge was to
totally transform the room while working on a strict budget.”

BEFORE

The recipe for Carson’s successful master bathroom
transformation included the use of multiple millwork
pieces from Fypon. “The major fixtures in the room
stayed the same, but we gave the room a face-lift with
new moulding and accent pieces,” says Carson.
Egg and Dart Moulding, painted shiny white to offset a new black ceiling,
set the stage for other dramatic additions to the room. A ceiling fan
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accented with a faux-finished two-piece ceiling Charlene Medallion
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replaced an old heat lamp. A small wall Niche was added to hold a
bust of Beethoven. A dark cupboard of towels is now a lighted Pilaster
surround with glass shelves supported by sets of painted Knee Brackets.
“The Fypon products made a dramatic and impressive change in this
room,” says Carson. “It now looks like a bathroom you’d find in a
luxury hotel…it’s appealing to the eye and the soul. The room has

Adding Fypon Pilasters, Door/Window Moulding, Plinth Blocks and Knee Brackets
helped transform this wall nook into a showplace.

become an oasis after a long work day.”

PR OJECT TIPS
• For color inspiration, Carson started with a rug she loves. Rich black
and gold tones were carried throughout the room by being faux
finished on decorator accent pieces including frames and mirrors.
• As with most homes, walls in the older house were “less than perfect”
so Carson’s team “mudded up” different areas before installing
moulding pieces.
• A small cannon ceiling light installed in the bookshelf area opened
up the nook and made it a focal feature in the room.

PRODUCTS USED IN THIS PROJECT
• Egg and Dart Moulding (MLD571-12)
• Egg and Dart Divider Blocks (MLD571)
• Knee Brackets (BKT7X10)
• Small Wall Niche (NCH18X30)
• Fluted Adjustable Pilasters (PIL5X108)
• Door/Window Moulding (MLD210-8)
• Plinth Blocks (PB5X5)

Faux finishes, Fypon millwork and new soft good items transformed a dated
master bathroom into an elegant retreat.
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